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On a French golf course, a millionaire is found stabbed in the back…An urgent cry for help

brings Poirot to France. But he arrives too late to save his client, whose brutally stabbed body

now lies face downwards in a shallow grave on a golf course.But why is the dead man wearing

his son’s overcoat? And who was the impassioned love-letter in the pocket for? Before Poirot

can answer these questions, the case is turned upside down by the discovery of a second,

identically murdered corpse…
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Hercule Poirot Mystery (Hercule Poirot series Book 8), Murder on the Orient Express: A

Hercule Poirot Mystery (Hercule Poirot series Book 10)

James Wink, “Poirot's Sophomore Effort. Murder on the Links is a strong but slightly flawed

sophomore effort by Agatha Christie. Unlike the Mysterious Affair at Stykes, Murder on the

Links provides a hint of the exotic locations that Agatha Christie later perfected in Murder on

the Orient Express and Death on the Nile. The characters are further developed than her first

book but the mystery is maybe a little too developed.Most of Christie's mysteries hinge on

multiple events happening at the same time as the murder to ensure everyone is a suspect and

has something to hide. In Murder on the Link - the event that forces suspects into falsehoods is

borne after a coincidence and lacks the deliberation that Poirot is so fond of.The plot itself is

well done - the characters' motivations are reasonable even if some of the characterizations

are incredible dated by modern standards. There are some twists and turns that forces some

life in Poirot's inscrutable facade -- to the betterment of the narrative. The one item that seems

a little out of place is the legacy of Sherlock Holmes. Poirot pairing up with Capt. Hastings is a

little too close to Holmes and Watson. More egregious is the presence of a French detective

that is a parody of the manner and investigative techniques that Holmes made famous. I

expected better.Ultimately, Christie had a high bar to clear in Poirot's second outing. She clears

it despite a few stumbles. The combination of exotic locations, devious murders, and a

detectives insistence that man is a creature of habit that are present in Christie's best works

shows are present but still in their infancy in Murder on the Green. Recommended.”

Roger J Owens, “Read the book and find out the truth about Bella!. One of the best mysteries

ever. Certainly one of Agatha Christi’s best. Even she though so, I think. Anyway, much better

than the movie/tv show because a novel can be longer and have more twists and turns. The

David Suchet movie was great stand alone, but screenplays are so limiting. Read the book and

find out the truth about Bella!”

John Jenkins, “The Flower Bed that had no Footprints. Agatha Christie is a murder mystery

virtuoso. While this novel has less golf and more romance than I might have liked, it is still a

wonderful example of one of the great mystery writers at the top of her game. While the novel

lacks the dramatic “whodunit” revelation found in many of Ms. Christie’s stories, it more than

makes up for that absence with an abundance of plot twists.This novel is also an example of

Hercule Poirot at the top of his game. While M Poirot normally relies exclusively on his “grey

cells” to solve and prevent crimes, a unique element of this novel is that it is the only one I am

aware of in which Hercule Poirot demonstrates a physical ability by climbing a tree “with the

agility of a cat.” The competition between Poirot and Detective Giraud is probably a bit

overdone, but it is an effective way for Ms. Christie to emphasize the difference between Poirot

and – plus maybe the superiority to – other fictional detectives. So, while there are some

significant differences, there are some similarities. One of Poirot’s observations that is



temporarily unappreciated by the other detectives on the scene is the “flower bed that had no

footprints.” This brings to mind one of the classic Sherlock Holmes observations about “the

dog that did not bark” in A. Conan Doyle’s Silver Blaze.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “I have to rate this book twice.. The book that I downloaded from Amazon

was like a version of a book that was translated by Google. So, to that book I rated 1. It was

painful to read, it made me doubt that I knew english. The day was saved when I was able to

read the book from a site (Guttenberg) for free. And I loved the book. I think that I have

everything that have been filmed of Agatha Christie and reading this book reminded me of

them (because of Covid -19 I don't have access to it). This book is everything you expect from

Agatha and Poirot. But if you can read part of the book do it, so that you don't end up with

version that I downloaded. It's a pity that Amazon cannot refund me the money.”

Edward Lewis, “Great classic Christie!. The second book in the Hercules Poirot series. My

actual rating is a 4.3, I enjoyed it more than the first book. I read this book in about a day,

needing to know who did it! The story flowed well, and I enjoyed the characters and of course

Hercules was amazing. I know Hastings takes a lot of criticism for being annoying; I rather

enjoyed him for this trait. I will be interested to see if he develops more assuming he stays in

the series. I give him a slight pass in this book considering the circumstances leading to his

actions.A quick summary, Poirot receives a letter from a client who is fearing for his life. The

detective and his friend, Hastings show up and investigate! A classic whodunnit from the

queen of mystery. This is quickly becoming a must read series recommendation from me to

anyone who enjoys classic whodunnit books.”

The book by Agatha Christie has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 4,261 people have provided feedback.
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